Installation Spotlight

Hotel St. Michel
Coral Gables, Florida

Introduction
A historic 1920s era building that provides its guests with a combination of classic charm and
contemporary design, Hotel St. Michel is a European style boutique hotel located in the tropical
setting of Coral Gables, Florida. Ideally situated near local attractions such as South Beach, the
Venetian pool and Miami Seaquarium, Hotel St. Michel also aims to ensure that all on-site guest
needs are met, with amenities that include a 24-hour concierge and an array of stylish guestroom
designs to choose from. Yet with today’s guests expecting seamless and uninterrupted online connectivity, hotel
leadership further seeks to provide a fast and reliable Wi-Fi
service that can fully accommodate any device or need.

Challenge
With each guest attempting to connect three to four
devices on average, Hotel St. Michel leadership
determined that its previous guest Wi-Fi service had
become outdated and could not cope with the number
of devices simultaneously trying to operate on its
network. However, in aiming to upgrade its online
service capabilities and ensure a reliable connection
throughout the property, the hotel recognized that it
would need an industry expert to overcome structural
issues commonly associated historical buildings such
as a lack of cable wiring in certain areas.
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After considering competing providers, the property ultimately selected HIS due to the company’s experience and ability to work
closely with hoteliers in identifying a solution that would eliminate slow speeds and poor connectivity throughout the premises.
“I had researched HIS heavily prior to selecting their services and can now fully agree that the company is extremely
professional throughout the entire process,” says Carsten Davis, Director of Operations and Finance at Hotel St.
Michel. “Importantly, the HIS team is always completely straightforward and does not overstate or understate what
needs to be done. Their technicians will work with you
on the project in a way that is understandable and that
ultimately delivers the connectivity results that our guests
demand in a price-competitive manner.”
Replacing hallway access points by strategically implementing
the advanced Ruckus R510s 802.11AC Smart WiFi Dual band
WAPs throughout Hotel St. Michel’s guestrooms, HIS was able
to ensure that each area of the property could receive a strong
and consistent signal. Due to its historic building design which
prevented the installation of cabling on the second floor, Hotel
St. Michel was nonetheless able to rely on HIS expertise to
provide guests staying on the floor with a strong connection
and ability to connect multiple devices. This was achieved by
creating a new network on the third floor along with the strategic
placement of access points in every odd number of guestrooms. On the second floor, access points were implemented in every
even number of guestrooms alongside additional units that could mesh and draw Wi-Fi signals from the third floor network.
Together with access points also implemented on the first floor restaurant and bar areas, Hotel St. Michel can now guarantee
that guests will experience a seamless internet experience throughout the property and regardless of their online needs.
“We have experienced absolutely no guest complaints since the HIS installation,” added Davis. “HIS was able to
eliminate any previous Wi-Fi deadzones that we may have had and I can now stand anywhere on our property and be
provided with a strong enough signal to either connect multiple devices or perform bandwidth consuming activities
such as content streaming without any sort of disruption.”

Project Requirements
•

Implement a Wi-Fi network that can provide each guest with the ability to connect multiple devices without reducing
internet speed or overall performance.

•

Ensure a strong and consistent Wi-Fi signal throughout the property and overcome the hotel’s inability to install cabling
on the second floor.

Solution
•

Strategically place Ruckus R510s 802.11AC Smart WiFi Dual band WAPs throughout Hotel St. Michel to ensure that
each guest device can receive a fast and reliable Wi-Fi connection.

•

Implement a network capable of providing the bandwidth necessary to meet
guest demands while ensuring sufficient resources remain for casting abilities.
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